Here's a jacket for those early Spring golfing days that offers complete freedom of action. An all-purpose Craig Wood jacket which features a unique construction allowing the freedom so desired in a good golf swing—it's different from ordinary jackets. A Craig Wood Par Jac is made to eliminate all binding seams over shoulders and arms—a distinctive outdoor garment smartly tailored and cut from fine combed poplin. Zelan treated for water repellancy—zipper front—two slash pockets—choice of Tan or Teal Covert. Stock available for prompt delivery now at Dayton and all our Branch offices . . . listed immediately below.
Golf is "Play-Therapy" for War-Blinded

By RAY HAYWOOD

WHEN golf makes a man forget personal troubles to the extent he becomes exasperated by a shanked iron shot this exasperation is proof that far more serious worldly worries have been forgotten for the moment at least.

When the man who becomes irritated over a mere golfing mishap has other worries so great they appear insurmountable, the exasperation in itself is proof that the game is serving as a balm to a harried mind.

When the man who swings the club is blind, convalescing in an Army hospital, it is proof that the game is offering more than relaxation, its usual and also highly important function.

This is exactly what golf is doing at Dibble General Hospital near Menlo Park (Calif.) where doctors use it as part of a "play-therapy" designed to convince those who have lost eyesight in the service of their country that they can still live a life of action and movement.

The psychiatrists found that former golfers who were blinded immediately relegated the game to their memories of a distant and happy rest. In their cases the clean "click" of a club against hard rubber had in a second a subconscious effect far more salutory than normal psychiatric procedure applied over a period of months—and more certain.

The Stanford University course is the laboratory in which this new and successful experiment is being conducted. The setting is so beautiful in itself that companions of the blind golfers are humbled by the realization that those they guide over the fairways sacrificed much when they lost the ability to see the multi-colored pattern of green grass and trees against the bluest of skies.

Other physical recreations, including water polo, swimming, bowling and wrestling, are offered by the hospital. But to a golfer there is only one main recreation —golf.

The hospital's golfers include Capt. Claude Garland, Jr., of Pinedale, Wyo., who led one of General Patton's tank companies through France until the day before Christmas—when a German 88 mm. shell struck the tank. The crew all crawled out alive. Garland was the only one hurt—his eyes.

Capt. Garland had played in the 80's

L. to R.—Cpl. Seyman Ketchen, Pvt. Mickey Creager, Pvt. Joe Austera (putting), and Lt. W. Sullenger. All except Lt. Sullenger are blind. The lieutenant was blinded in New Guinea but recovered his sight.

The enlisted men were blinded while fighting in Germany.
People who know fine things will appreciate the Real Value of Walter Hagen Golf Equipment.
Capt. Claude Garland, Pinedale, Wyo., takes his grip and stance as Fritz Wilcox, director of physical rehabilitation, holds the clubhead behind the ball. Capt. Garland was blinded the day before Christmas when a German 88 mm. shell struck the tank he commanded.

Capt. Claude Garland, Pinedale, Wyo., takes his grip and stance as Fritz Wilcox, director of physical rehabilitation, holds the clubhead behind the ball. Capt. Garland was blinded the day before Christmas when a German 88 mm. shell struck the tank he commanded.

Leonard Tufts, Pinehurst Developer, Dies
★ Leonard Tufts, developer of Pinehurst, N. C., and son of James W. Tufts, founder of the internationally famed resort, died, aged 74, at the Moore County hospital, Pinehurst, following a seven weeks illness.

It was Leonard Tufts who made Pinehurst the outstanding golf resort of this country, and whose fine strong personality cast its sunshine over the Sand Hill domain in making Pinehurst a favorite residence and resort for gentlemen sportsmen in other sports as well as golf.

He left Massachusetts Institute of Technology in his senior year to join his father's business. In 1902, when James Tufts died, Leonard took over the management of Pinehurst and was active head of the establishment until 1930 when he retired to be succeeded by his son, Richard S. Tufts, pres., Pinehurst, Inc.

Leonard Tufts built a lovely and unique community. One of his great services to the Carolinas and to the entire nation was in his research and achievements in developing fine herds of cattle. He also was a vigorous pioneer in establishing good roads in the Carolinas.

He was one of the original members of the Tin Whistles and was an honorary member of the celebrated organization for 41 years. He also was an enthusiastic hunter and a bookman of wide delights and learning.

In the passing of Leonard Tufts golf loses one of the grandest of the splendid gentlemen who popularized the game in the United States.

Wayne Miller Re-Elected Club Managers' Chief
★ TEN DIRECTORS of the Club Managers Assn. of America met at St. Louis, March 5 in a wartime emergency session replacing the organization's usual annual convention.

Wayne D. Miller, Cincinnati (O.) CC, was re-elected pres., CMAA; Eric G. Koch, North Hills GC, Douglaston, L. I., N. Y., was made a vice pres.; and Fred H. Bernet, Missouri AC, St. Louis, was elected sec.-treas., replacing William J. Conboy who has been laid up for months by an accident.

Directors for three years who were elected at the St. Louis session: Fred O. Gregory, Los Angeles (Cal.) CC; William W. Cook, Olympia Fields (III.) CC, and J. P. Tonetti, New Haven CC.
ANNOUNCING

THE NEW *improved* LIGHTWEIGHT

Balanced Golf Bag

SELECTED HICKORY ROD
GUARANTEED NOT TO BREAK
Patent No. 2369223
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MAN-O-WAR MODEL
RETAIL $5
Weight 24 oz. 14 club capacity

Until labor and materials are released for our purpose, the BALANCED GOLF BAG will be produced in limited quantities. May we suggest that you limit your orders to one dozen at a time anticipating delivery dates as far as possible. We are anxious to supply all of our many friends who favored us during the past two years.

$36 per dozen • • • delivered • • • Terms: 2% 10 days.

Balanced Golf Bag • North & Noble Sts. Chicago 22, Ill.
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TORO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
America's No. 1 Builder
IT WON'T BE LONG NOW!

Things look so good that I dusted off the grip just to see how it felt again. It sure felt natural.

Nothing would suit me better than to start out tomorrow. I'd like to see Willie Maguire, Bill Wotherspoon, Red Lawrence, Frank Maples, Bob Henderson, Taylor Boyd, Alec Cunningham, and about a million other guys.

And when I see you I'll tell you all about our new mowers. We've got a new tee mower — the Sportsman — that is a peach. We've got a new power greensmower like O. J. Noor has been talking about — and we've got a new gang mower that's the answer to Joe Ryan's prayer.

We've recently moved into a new addition which means we now have $1,000,000 invested in an up-to-the minute plant, which will turn out rugged, dependable, easy-running mowers at a low cost to you.

Don't get rushed off your feet by a lot of high pressure — it won't be long now!

CHEERIO

SCOTTY

ION • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Power and Gang Mowers
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"Monthly Minimum" Plan at Tam

A MINIMUM spending house plan, similar to the "minimum charge" of restaurants and night clubs, goes into effect at Chicago's Tam O'Shanter CC April 1, announced George S. May, president, and sponsor of the Tam O'Shanter All-American Golf tournaments.

Calling the plan a radical innovation in golf club management, May, who operates the club and its tournaments on business engineering principles, said this was the first time, as far as is known, that a country club has adopted a minimum expenditure basis for its membership.

The plan, adopted in preference to raising of dues, is based on each regular golf member's spending $20 per month. The minimum for social, limited and women members is $10 per month. The plan was devised by May to provide a more equitable financial control in the management of the club.

"The primary purpose," he said, "is to insure that all members share equally in the support as well as the benefits of the club. Actually, this plan will affect only 51 of Tam O'Shanter's 300 regular golf members as the others now average more than $20 per month patronage.

"It isn't entirely fair for 224 members to 'carry the load' for the other 51 golf members, especially if the failure of the 51 to support the club results in a loss of improvements and service.

"There is nothing peculiar to the operation of a golf club as distinguished from any business venture," May states. "The minimum plan gives members value received in food, refreshments, green fees, etc., for the money they spend and guarantees a minimum operations income better enabling the club's board of directors to plan improvements and services."

The $20 minimum will be billed monthly to members but they will be credited for the difference should their actual monthly expenditure be less than the minimum set. This difference remains credited to their accounts and may be spent at any time.

Other innovations which May installed at Tam O'Shanter were the elimination of all special assessments and the development of the club's activity on a year-round basis including winter sports and indoor entertainment.

In a bulletin to Tam members, explaining the plan, May said:

"For example, an analysis of the Regular members' house accounts for 1944 discloses that of 297 Regular members, 224 had house accounts in excess of the minimum requirements. Of the 73 remaining, 22 had house accounts of over $200.00 (many only a few dollars less than the minimum), leaving 51 with house accounts less than $200.00 a year:

"An analysis of 114 Social members' house accounts for 1944 revealed that there are 25 whose house accounts were less than $120.00.

"The Board of Directors believes that this plan is the only democratic way of increasing our revenue for the following reasons:

1. If dues were raised, it would fall on every member alike—on the member who is doing his share to keep up the club and make improvements possible, as well as on the member who is not. The member who is doing his share would get no benefit resulting from the raise in dues.

2. The Regular golf member who must bring his account up to $20.00 per month gets value received for the extra money spent—in food, liquid refreshments, and green fees.

3. A golf club is no stronger than its members. It isn't entirely fair for 224 members to carry the load for the other 51 golf members. Especially is this true if the failure of the 51 to support the club results in a loss of improvements and service that all members desire in their golf club. Bear in mind in this connection that the minimum is entirely moderate and the spender gets value received!

4. The Board of Directors can better estimate the club accounts receivable and can more accurately plan for the future improvements under this arrangement.

5. To those whose house accounts were less than the minimum in 1944: by patronizing and supporting the club a little more you get the advantage of participating in the improvements before mentioned just as much as the members spending many times the minimum.

"Here is how this plan would work: Starting April 1, 1945, and showing on your May 1st bill, if the combined total of your food, drink and green-fee bills were not $20.00, you would be billed for $20.00 a month with a credit of the amount you had not spent. This process would be repeated each month, and you would pay a minimum in cash of $20.00 a month. This $20.00 would not show on any member's bill where the total spendings for the three items just mentioned amounted to over $20.00.

"There are probably about 225 mem-

(Continued on Page 32)
IMPORTANT NOTICE

AN envelope LIKE THIS

is enclosed in this issue. USE IT to make certain you get every issue of Golfdom!

The increased paper shortage necessitates a further limitation on delivery of magazine paper for the second quarter of 1945. WPB warns still further cuts in paper quotas may be required. Accordingly, the fair thing for all is for us to enter GOLFDOM subscriptions on a first-come-first-served basis, as far as reduced paper supplies permit us to go. Hence, we suggest renewal of your subscription without delay by using the enclosed special postage-free envelope. Thank you.

Fill it in • Mail it • Now—before you forget it!
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Wishing

Spalding always sets the pace in sports